
Robert Smith 
Mail Processing Clerk III

PERSONAL STATEMENT

To find a position where I can use expert customer services skills, and my 
outstanding work ethic to help any company move forward. Self motivated 
person who can and complete any task in a timely, fast paced manner. I am
an extremely hard worker who works, and collaborates very well with 
others.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Mail Processing Clerk III
United States Postal Service -   November 2014 – 2019 

Responsibilities:

 Sorted outgoing and/or incoming mail using the appropriate sort 
program or manual distribution scheme.

 Loaded mail onto automated equipment, culling out non-processable 
items.

 Entered sort plan and starts equipment monitors flow of mail to ensure 
continuous feed, sweeps separated mail from bins/stackers, and stops 
equipment when distribution run or operation is completed.

 Runs machine reports, clears jams and contacts maintenance for 
assistance when required.

 Prepares work area, ensuring all necessary support equipment and 
materials, including labels, trays, and other containers, are in place.

 Removed sorted mail from bins or separations and places into 
appropriate trays or containers for further processing or dispatch based 
on knowledge of operating plans and dispatch schedules, or at the 
instruction of supervisors.

 Verified mail to ensure sortation accuracy as needed.

Mail Processing Clerk
PSE -   2009 – 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Makes one or more sortations of outgoing and/or incoming mail using 
the appropriate sort program or manual distribution scheme.

 On a rotation basis, performs all of the following duties loads mail onto 
automated equipment, culling out non-processable items; enters sort 
plan and starts equipment; monitors flow of mail to ensure continuous 
feed; sweeps separated mail from bins stackers; and stops equipment 
when distribution run or operation is completed.

 Runs machine reports, clears jams and contacts maintenance for 
assistance when required.

 Prepares work area, ensuring all necessary support equipment and 
materials, including labels, trays, and other containers, are in place.

 Removes sorted mail from bins or separations and places into 
appropriate trays or containers for further processing or dispatch based 
on knowledge of operating plans and dispatch schedules, or at the 
instruction of supervisors or expediters; may riffle or verify mail to 
ensure sortation accuracy as needed.
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Microsoft Word, Microsoft
Word, Microsoft Excel, 
Internet.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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 Follows established safe work methods, procedures and safety 
precautions while performing all duties.

 Performs other duties as assigned Ability to walk and stand for long 
periods of time.

Education

- (Kashmere Senior High School - Houston, TX)
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